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Abstract
The resolution of confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSM) is limited
due to the diffraction limit, meaning that objects smaller than roughly
half the wavelength of the laser cannot be resolved. This makes sizing
of objects smaller than the resolution difficult. In thus study fluores-
cent nano-beads of sizes 250 nm and 40 nm were imaged with CLSM
(resolution >∼ 250 nm) and also STED (which is a super-resolution
technique with resolution ∼40 nm). The theory of inverse fluorescence
cross-correlation spectroscopy (iFCCS) was then applied for scanned
surfaces for sizing of the beads. For CLSM the 250 nm beads could
be size-determined within 7% accuracy and the 40 nm beads was size
determined within ∼50% accuracy. For STED microscopy the theory of
iFCCS was only applicable to the 40 nm beads and the sizing was some-
where between 50% and 75%. Considering that the 40 nm beads are
approximately 7 times smaller than the resolution of the CLSM the 50%
accuracy is quite good. Simulations suggests that this accuracy could
be further approved by making better samples. A future step could be
to apply this technique to cell membranes for sizing of e.g clusters of
proteins.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this study a new method to determine the size of objects on surfaces below
the diffraction limit is investigated. The method is based on a recently developed
method called inverse fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (iFCCS) [1] which
in turn is an alternative to fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [2].

The working principle of FCS is that a laser beam is confocally focused into a
medium so that the laser focus defines a detection volume which is limited in size
by the diffraction limit [3]. In the medium there are diffusing particles which are
labelled with a fluorescent dye. When the particles diffuses through the laser focus
(i.e. the detection volume) the dye is excited by the laser and emits fluorescence
which is registered by a photon detector and the result is a peak in the signal. The
peaks in the signal are temporally correlated to obtain the temporal correlation
function from which information about the diffusing particles is extracted such as
the concentration, diffusion constant etc.

Recently a new method called inverse fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (iFCS)
has been developed [4]. The principle of iFCS is the same as for FCS but instead of
labelling the diffusing particles the surrounding medium is labelled. This induces
a high signal when there are no particles within the detection volume. However,
when a non-labelled particle diffuses through the detection volume it will push out
the labelled medium so the signal gets reduced by an amount proportional to the
volume of the particle. In this way the temporal correlation function is obtained
from correlating dips rather than the peaks in the signal.

An extension of iFCS is inverse fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (iFCCS)
where not only the medium is labelled but also the particles [1]. If the medium is
labelled with, lets say green dye and the particles are labelled with red dye then
there will be a high green signal and a low red signal as long as there is no particles
within the detection volume. As soon as a particle diffuses through the detection
volume there will be a decrease, or dip, in the green signal and an increase, or peak,
in the red signal. By temporally cross-correlating these dips and peaks the temporal
cross-correlation function is obtained. From the amplitude of this function the par-
ticles volume can be determined if the detection volume is known. Equivalently the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

detection volume can be obtained if the volume of the diffusing particles is known.
In this study the theory of iFCCS will be combined with image correlation spec-

troscopy (ICS), which is a method where the pixels of an image is spatially correlated
two obtain a two dimensional correlation function which revels information about
the particles on the surface in the same way as for FCS [5]. For this purpose images
have to be recorded, this is done by using a laser scanning microscope (LSM) [8].

The working principle of LSM is that the focus of the laser beam is put on
the surface of the sample that is being imaged. The laser focus now defines the
detection area and because of the diffraction limit the diameter of the detection
area cannot be smaller than roughly half the wavelength of the laser. This also sets
the limit on the resolution of the microscope. When the fluorescent molecules, by
which the surface is stained, gets excited by the laser beam they emit fluorescence
which is detected by photon detectors. The beam is then scanned over the surface
and fluorescence is collected at each sampling step which will become a pixel in the
image and the image is created.

For two colour imaging there are two super-positioned excitation lasers, here
called green and red and in addition there must also be two dyes which get excited
by the green and red laser separately. When the laser is scanned over the surface
red and green fluorescence will be emitted from the two different dyes which is
registered by two different photon detectors.In this way two images are recorded,
one green and one red. By overlapping these two images the total two-colour image
is obtained.

Suppose there are immobilized red labelled particles lying on a surface where the
surrounding area is labelled green, then this is similar to the scenario in iFCCS for
diffusing particles, except now the particles are immobilized and lying on a surface
instead of freely diffusing in a medium. When the laser scans over the surface the
particles pass through the detection area of the laser in a way which by the ergodic
principle is equivalent to fluctuating particles as long as enough data is sampled [5].
When the detection area is on a part of the surface where there are no particles the
green signal will be high and the red signal will be low, but as soon as the laser scans
over a particle there will be a peak in the red signal and a dip in the green signal
where the later is proportional to the particles area. This is analogous to the case for
diffusing particles except it is the area of the particle, not the volume, that induces
the dip in the green signal. By spatially cross-correlating the red and the green
image and using the theory of iFCCS and ICS it should be possible to determine
the size, i.e. area, of the particles when they are smaller than the detection area,
i.e. below the diffraction limit.

In this study glass surfaces (i.e. cover slips) were coated with red and green
fluorescent nano beads in sizes of 40 nm and 250 nm in order to create a two-colour
surface which could be a test object for doing iFCCS on surfaces. The aim was
to coat the glass surface with a single layer of densely packed beads were there
are a few red beads surrounded by a lot of green beads. In this way it is the red
beads that are being size determined and the green beads serve as the surrounding
medium.
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Chapter 2

Theory

Applying the theory of iFCCS for imaging requires two assumptions. The first one
is to assume that the ergodic principle holds so that scanning over a immobilized
surface is equivalent to particles fluctuating through a detection volume. The second
one is to assume that the particles are uniformly randomly distributed on the surface
so that the number of particles within the detection area is Poisson distributed [5].
With these two assumptions the theory of iFCCS will be directly applied to scanned
surfaces.

When doing iFCCS for diffusing molecules in a medium it is the time dependent
cross-correlation function that is the object under consideration. The amplitude
of the cross-correlation functions reveals information about the diffusing particles
volume. However when doing iFCCS on a surface it is rather the two dimensional
spatial cross-correlation function Gcc(x, y) that will be considered. It is defined as

Gcc(x, y) = 〈δir(x′ + x, y′ + y)δig(x′, y′)〉
〈ir(x′, y′)〉〈ig(x′, y′)〉 (2.1)

where ir(x, y), ig(x, y) is the red respectively green intensity at a point (x, y) on
the surface and δi(x, y) = i(x, y)− 〈i〉 is the fluctuation of the intensity around its
mean value and 〈 ... 〉 is the spatial average taken by integrating over all the points
(x′, y′).

The auto-correlation function for the red imageGac,r(x, y) will also be considered
and it is the correlation function when the red image is cross-correlated with itself.
It is defined in the same way as Gcc(x, y) but with g = r so it becomes

Gac,r(x, y) = 〈δir(x′ + x, y′ + y)δir(x′, y′)〉
〈ir(x′, y′)〉〈ir(x′, y′)〉 . (2.2)

When referring to properties that are shared by the cross-correlation function and
the auto-correlation function they will just be called the correlation functionsG(x, y).

If the intensity of the detection area is assumed to to be Gaussian distributed,
i.e. a Gaussian intensity profile, then Gcc(x, y) and Gac,r(x, y) should be fitted with
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

a Gaussian function [5, 6, 7] given by

Gfit(x, y) = G(0)e−
x2+y2
σ +G∞ (2.3)

where G(0), σ and G∞ are the fitting parameters. The offset G∞ has to be included
since when obtaining the correlation function in reality the data is restricted by the
scanned area and the sampling intervals so enough data might not be sampled for
the correlation functions to go to zero [5]. The parameter σ is the e−2-decay width
and it can be used to define the radius of the detection area [5].

When an image is recorded by the microscope it will be represented by a matrix
i(k, l), k, l = 1, 2, ..N where N is the total number of samplings intervals along the
x and y-dimension, i.e. it is assumed to be a square image. Each element in this
matrix will represent a pixel where the value of a pixel at point (k, l) is the intensity
at that point. For this discrete set of intensities the spatial average is given by
summing over all pixels and then dividing by the number of pixels so the discrete
correlation function at point (k,l) becomes

G(k, l) =
1

(N−m)(N−n)
∑N−k

m=1
∑N−l

n=1 δis(m+ k, n+ l)δit(n,m)
1

N2
∑N

n=1,m=1 is(m,n) 1
N2
∑N

n=1,m=1 it(m,n)
(2.4)

where s = r, t = g for the cross-correlation function and s = t = r for the auto-
correlation function. This way of calculating the correlation functions numerically
can be implemented directly in e.g. MATLAB. However, it is also possible to obtain
the correlation functions by a Fourier transform which makes the computations
much faster. In this case the correlation function is given by

G(k, l) = N2F−1 [F [is(m,n)] · F ∗ [it(m,n)]]∑N
n=1,m=1 is(m,n)

∑N
n=1,m=1 it(m,n)

(2.5)

where F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The amplitude Gcc(0) is the parameter that will be of the greatest interest

for iFCCS since it is mainly from that amplitude the area of the particle will be
calculated [1], but also the amplitude Gac,r will be needed. To see how Gcc(0)
depends on the particle area, consider a red particle that is fully within the green
detection area Ag. It will then push out the green-labelled medium according to the
particles area Ap so the the green intensity would be reduced and the expression for
the mean value of the green intensity would be

〈ig〉 = Ig = Ig,tot

(
1− Ap

Ag
Npg

)
+ Ig,CT (2.6)

and the mean value of the red intensity becomes

〈ir〉 = Ir = QpNpr + Ir,CT (2.7)
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

where Ig,tot is the total green intensity that would be detected if there were no red
particles on the surface, Npr and Npg are the average number of red particles in the
red respectively green detection area and Qp is the intensity of each red particle.
The last terms in each equation, Ig,CT and Ir,CT, are the cross-talk terms that comes
from that a fraction of the red signal might "leak" over into the green channel and
the other way around.

Assuming that the cross-talk is zero and using that 〈δirδig〉 = ∆Ir∆Ig where ∆I
is the standard deviation of the intensity coming from the fluctuations of particles
within the detection area and that this particle fluctuation is Poisson distributed so
that ∆Nps =

√
Nps (s = r, g) gives

〈δirδig〉 = ∆
(
Ig,tot

(
1− Ap

Ag
Npg

))
·∆(QpNpr) = −Ig,tot

Ap

Ag

√
NpgQp

√
Npr. (2.8)

Using this together with Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7 and inserting it into the definition of
Gcc(x, y) (Eq. 2.1) for (x, y) = 0 gives the theoretical expression for the amplitude
of the cross-correlation function for the ideal case of zero cross-talk

Gcc(0) =
−Ig,tot

Ap
Ag

√
NpgQp

√
Npr

QpNpr

(
Ig,tot

(
1− Ap

Ag
Npg

)) = −Ap√
ArAg

(
1− Ap

Ag
Npg

) , (2.9)

where in the last step the identity Npr/Npg = Ar/Ag was used. The fact that the
amplitude is negative means that there is anti-correlation between the green and
red channel.

If the particle size is much smaller than the detection area Ag and the particle
density n is low so that Npg = nAg < 1 then Ap

Ag
Npg = nAp � 1 so the amplitude

is approximated by
Gcc(0) ≈ −Ap√

ArAg
(2.10)

which might be a useful equation for estimating the particle size when the particle
density is not known except for that it is low in the sense that Npg � 1. These are
the basic equations used for determine the amplitude.

The detection area might be difficult to define exactly, e.g. should it be defined
by the e−2-width or e−1-width or by some other definition? Also when doing imaging
the density of particles can in principle be determined by just calculating the number
of particles in the image, which is possible if the separation of the particles are on
average greater than the resolution of the microscope. This is because if the particles
are closer to each other than the resolution it is difficult to resolve the individual
particles and see how many there actually are [3]. In this study the particle will
always be countable so therefore the approximation Eq. 2.10 is unnecessary and the
red detection area Ar can be determined by considering the amplitude of the auto-
correlation function for only the red image. From the theory of image correlation
spectroscopy (ICS) it is known that the amplitude of the auto-correlation function
equals the inverse of the average number of particles in the detection area [5]. Hence
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for the red image the average number of particles in the red detection area, Npr is
given by

Npr = 1
Gac,r(0) (2.11)

where Gac,r(0) is the amplitude of the auto-correlation function for the red image.
On the other hand Npr is also given by

Npr = ArNp

A
= Arn (2.12)

where A is the area of the surface scanned by the microscope, Np is the total number
of particles in the red image and n is the total density of particles in the red image.
Putting Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12 together gives

Ar = 1
nGac,r(0) . (2.13)

Therefore by determining Gac,r(0) and calculating the number of particles in the
red image the red detection area Ar can be estimated, (without knowing anything
about the particle size). When Ar is estimated the green detection area Ag can
also be estimated by assuming that the intensities in the foci of the red and green
lasers are distributed in the same way and that Ag is defined by the same cut-off
as Ar for some decay width, e.g. full width at half maximum (FWHM) or the e−2

width. If some of these decay widths are known for both channels, here called wr

respectively wg, then

Ag =
(
wg

wr

)2
·Ar =

(
wg

wr

)2 1
nGac,r(0) . (2.14)

By inserting the expressions for Ar and Ag into Eq. 2.9 and solving for Ap the final
equation for determine the particle area becomes

Ap = 1
n

wg

wr

[
−Gac,r(0)
Gcc(0) + wg

wr

]−1
(2.15)

(note that the cross-correlation amplitude is negative, Gcc(0) < 0, so the area will
always be positive).

To use this equation the widths of the focus must be known for both the red and
green laser. For this study two types of imaging are used, confocal and STED (see
Ch. 3.4), where the width is given by the FWHM of the foci (i.e. the resolution).
For the confocal imaging it is wr = 280 nm and wg = 260 nm and for STED
wr = wg = 40 nm.

Inserting these values into Eq. 2.15 and assuming that the particles are circular
(so the diameter is given by d =

√
4Ap/π), which is the case for the beads used in

this study, gives the equation used for the size estimation, i.e. the diameter d of the
particles, for confocal imaging as

d = 2√
π

√
1
n

13
14

[
−Gac,r(0)
Gcc(0) + 13

14

]− 1
2

(2.16)
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY

and for STED imaging

d = 2√
π

√
1
n

[
−Gac,r(0)
Gcc(0) + 1

]− 1
2
. (2.17)

These are the equations that will be used for determining the size of the beads.
What has to be known are the amplitudes of the cross-correlation function, the
auto-correlation function and the density, which all can be obtained experimentally.
Note that these equations were derived assuming that the cross-talk is zero, therefore
it will be important to reduce the cross-talk as much as possible in the experiments
for these equations to be valid.
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Chapter 3

Materials & Methods

3.1 Materials
Fluorescent carboxylated microspheres, i.e. beads, were purchased from Life tech-
nologies (previously Invitrogen). To match the emission and detection channels of
the microscope two kinds of beads were used: One with excitation/emission 580/605
nm (called green beads) with 200 nm or 36 nm diameter and the other with 625/645
nm excitation/emission (called red beads) and 250 or 40 nm diameter. The green
beads were used as the surrounding medium and the red beads were the ones to be
size-determined.

22×22 mm, 0.13-0.16 mm thick cover slips and 26×76 mm, 1-1.2 mm thick
microscope slides were purchased from Menzel-Gläser. Mowiol mounting medium
was prepared according to a standard protocol found in e.g. Refs. [9, 10, 11].

To create a single layer of beads the cover slip was first coated with Poly-L-
lysine purchased from Sigma Aldrich. This creates a positively charged surface on
the glass on which the negatively charged carboxylated beads could attach. The
procedure of achieving the single layer bead samples was somewhat different for the
250 nm and 40 nm beads.

3.2 Preparation 250 nm bead sample
For the 250 nm beads the cover slip was first cleaned with a solution of 70 % ethanol
and 1 % HCl, then drained in ultra pure water and dried with nitrogen. A drop
of 100 µl of Poly-L-lysine diluted 1:10 in ultra pure water was then pipetted onto
the cover slip. It was incubated for 5 minutes and then washed in ultra pure water.
The cover slip was left to dry at room temperature over night. This created the
Poly-L-lysine coating.

The stock solutions of the 250 nm beads were diluted as follows: 60 µl of the
red beads and 140 µl of green beads in 800 µl PBS buffer pH 7.3. This gave roughly
20% red beads out of the total number of beads on the surface. A drop of 100 µl of
this bead mixture was pipetted onto the Poly-L-lysine coated cover slip and left to
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CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS & METHODS

incubate for ∼ 20 minutes.
A pipette was used to richly but gently wash the cover slip with carbonate buffer

pH 8.3. This was done to rinse off any additional layers of beads. The cover slip
dried in air at room temperature for about 2 hour until it was fully dry. The final
step was to mount the cover slip with 15 µl of Mowiol mounting medium onto a
microscope slide.

3.3 Preparation of 40 nm bead sample
It turned out that a more careful cleaning procedure was needed to get more 40 nm
beads to attach to the glass surface. The cover slips were sonicated for 15 minutes
in 2-propanol then washed in ultra pure water and blow dried with nitrogen. After
this 100 µl of Poly-L-lysine was pipetted onto the cover slips and incubated for 5
minutes. The cover slips were then washed in ultra pure water and dried at room
temperature over night.

The stock solutions of the 40 nm beads were diluted as follows: 14 µl of red
beads were mixed with 130 µl green beads in 2 ml of PBS buffer pH 7.3. This gave
about 10% red beads out of the total number of beads on the surface.

The 40 nm beads were more likely to aggregate and therefore the bead mixture
was sonicated for 20 minutes. A drop of 150 µl was pipetted onto the cover slip and
incubated for 30 minutes. Even longer incubation times did not improve the result.
The cover slip was then gently washed with a pipette with carbonate buffer pH 8.4.
This was done to try to rinse off any additional layers of beads. The cover slip then
dried in air at room temperature for about 2 hours until it was completely dry.

Finally the cover slip was mounted onto a microscope slide with 15 µl Mowiol
mounting medium.

3.4 The microscope
The microscope was a homebuilt two-colour laser scanning STED (STimulated
Emission Depletion) microscope which has been described in detail in Refs. [3,
12, 13, 14] . It has the ability to record both confocal and STED images. For confo-
cal imaging the diffraction limit sets the limit of the resolution which is defined by
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transverse intensity distribution
of the laser beams and is roughly 250 nm. STED imaging is a super resolution
technique were the resolution is about 40 nm.

3.5 Simulations
A custom written MATLAB code was used for the simulations (see Appendix A).
To simulate beads two images were generated by uniformly randomly distributing
a given number of dots in each image. One corresponding to the red image and
one corresponding to the green image. To simulate beads with a physical size each
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dot is given a radius which sets the limit for how close neighbouring beads can
be positioned (Appendix A.1). In this way no beads physically overlap. Care was
taken so that beads in the green and red image did not overlap either. This would
correspond to a single layer of beads lying on the cover slip. Each dot is then given
a Gaussian intensity profile (Appendix A.2) were the full width half maximum
(FWHM) of that profile simulated the resolutions of the red and green channel of
the microscope. The amplitude of the intensity profile was scaled to 1. A number
of parameters could then be set: image size, bead sizes, number of red and green
beads, resolution of red and green channel.

In reality there is always some unwanted cross-talk when doing two-colour imag-
ing, that is the green channel detects some of the red signal and the red channel
detects some of the green signal. To simulate the cross talk a fraction of the inten-
sity in the green image was added to the red image and the other way around. If
the green image is called IGreen and the red image is called IRed then the red image
including cross-talk, called ICTRed, is given by

ICTRed = IRed + qIGreen (3.1)

where q is the amount of cross-talk present in the image. For cross-talk in the green
image the equation is the same but with the red and green subscripts switched. For
the microscope used in this study the cross-talk is about 1% and the simulations
including cross-talk were carried out with q = 0.005 or q = 0.01.

Noise was included in the simulations by adding the absolute value of normally
distributed random numbers to each pixel in each image. The noise was then tuned
by scaling the standard deviation σ of the normal distribution. In this study σ = 0.2
which means that the background signal is a little less than 20% of the intensity
for a single bead since this intensity is scaled to 1. This is likely a somewhat higher
noise level than in the real case from just visually comparing simulated and real
images. This way of implementing noise does not include the photon noise which
is Poisson distributed and proportional to the square root of the intensity value at
each pixel [6]. However if the noise can be assumed to be uncorrelated it should not
enter into the correlation functions except in the dominator in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2
in Ch. 2. Therefore only considering uncorrelated background noise might at least
be a quantitative indication of how noise influences the sizing.

3.6 The analysis
Data analysis was carried out using MATLAB (see Appendix B for detailed code).
To get the cross-correlation and auto-correlation curves a two dimensional fast
Fourier transform (Eq. 2.5 in Ch. 2) was implemented for speed. The two-
dimensional correlation functions were projected onto the x and y-plane and av-
erage over the projections. In this way the correlation functions are plotted as a
one dimensional curve and it is easier to read off the amplitudes Gcc(0) and Gac,r(0)
also it is computational faster to do a one dimensional Gaussian fit.
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To estimate the density of the red beads they had to be counted in each image.
This is likely most accurately counted by hand. Even if this is possible it is very time
consuming. Therefore a MATLAB code was written for this purpose (see Appendix
B.2 for detailed code). This program looks for intensities above some cut-off value
in the image and checks weather it is a bead or not. The program counts almost as
well as done by hand. The difference between man and machine was not more than
a few beads (not more than 5 or so out of 100). However this program was never
used for counting red beads without counting by hand in a few images as a control
check.

To reduce the cross-talk a method based on properties of the microscope was
used. Namely that the green and red excitation lasers pulses are separated in time bu
40 ns. First there is a green excitation pulse which excites the green fluorophores but
also some of the red fluorophores. A fraction of the light from the red fluorophores
will go into the green detector (this will be the cross-talk in the green channel) but
most of it will be recorded by the red detector. In this way an image of the cross-
talk in the green channel is created by the red detector. The second red excitation
pulse (delayed by 40 ns) will mostly excite the red fluorophores but also some of
the green fluorophores. The green fluorescence recorded by the red detector will be
the cross-talk in the red channel. However, most of the green fluorescence will be
detected by the green detector which records an image of the cross-talk for the red
channel. In this way cross-talk images for respectively channel are obtained.

To reduce cross-talk a fraction Q of the cross-talk image ICT was subtracted
from the original image Iorig (see Fig. 3.1). This fraction was estimated by taking
the average intensity Ir of dark areas in the original images and then divide it with
the average intensity ICT of the same areas in the corresponding cross-talk images.
So that Q = Ir/ICT and the image with reduced cross-talk becomes

Ireduced = Iorig −QICT . (3.2)

The value of Q turned out to be approximately 0.3 for both confocal and STED
images. Note that this does not mean that the cross-talk is 30%, this means that
the cross-talk image records about 3 times more of the cross-talk than the actual
image.
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(a) Original image of red beads (b) Cross-talk image for red beads

Figure 3.1. A typical image of red beads with the corresponding cross-talk image.
The white square marks an area were the average intensity is compared between the
images. For this particular area in these images the mean intensity in the original
image (a) is Ir ≈ 5 (counts) and the mean intensity in the cross-talk image (b) is
ICT ≈ 15 (counts) giving Q ≈ 0.3. Where Q is the factor which the cross-talk image is
multiplied with before subtracting it from the original image to reduce the cross-talk.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Simulations
The simulation were carried out with two different images sizes: 100×100 pixels and
250×250 pixels which corresponds to a scanned area of 5×5 µm with the confocal
respectively STED microscope, i.e. the confocal step length is 50 nm and the
STED step length is 20 nm. The images were generated as described in Ch. 3.5 and
analysed as described in Ch. 3.6. The confocal resolution is about 250 nm which
is simulated with a Gaussian intensity profile with full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 6 pixels, while the STED resolution of 40 nm should be simulated with
a Gaussian intensity profile with a width of 2 pixels (FWHM), however comparing
the simulated images with real images shows that a width of 4 pixels seem to be
more realistic for the STED simulation, see Fig. 4.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1. (a) Example of a simulated confocal image including noise. Image size
is 100 × 100 pixels, bead size is 1 pixel and the resolution is 6 pixels. The number of
red beads is 100 and the number of green beads is 1000. This corresponds roughly to
confocal imaging of 40 nm beads (compare Fig. 4.8(a)). (b) Simulated STED image
including noise. The beads locations is not the same as in (a). Image size is 250×250
pixels, bead size is 1 pixel and the resolution is 4 pixels. The number of red beads
is 100 and the number of green beads is 1000. This corresponds roughly to STED
imaging of the 40 nm beads (compare Fig. 4.8(b)).
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In Table 4.1 various concentrations for the total number of green beads, but
constant number of 50 red beads, is considered for different bead sizes. This sim-
ulation indicates that if the surface is covered enough (>10%) by the surrounding
medium, i.e. the green beads, the estimated size is still within ∼30% were the error
is the standard deviation (even if there is noise and 1% cross-talk present, which is
approximately as in the real case). However, for the ideal case without any noise or
cross-talk added there seems to be an increasing overestimation of the size as the
total concentration decreases. This is likely because of the gap between the beads.
For lower concentrations the average gap is larger and therefore it appears as the
beads has a larger size than the true size.

Table 4.1. Simulation with a resolution of 6 pixels for images of size 100×100 pixels
with a total of 50 red beads in every image. 100 images were generated for each
simulation. The cross-talk is 1%. The error is the standard deviation. The value in
the parenthesis following the estimated size is the total number of images yielding a
cross-correlation curve with negative amplitude used for the size estimation.

Percentage of total Bead size Estimated size with no Estimated size with
area covered by beads noise and cross-talk noise and cross-talk

(# green beads) added added
5% (590) 1 1.7± 0.7 (54) 1.7± 0.7 (12)
10% (90) 3 3.4± 1.1 (84) 3.0± 1.0 (66)
20% (50) 5 5.4± 0.8 (99) 4.5± 1.0 (97)
40% (150) 5 5.4± 0.5 (100) 5.3± 0.5 (100)
80% (360) 5 4.9± 0.3 (100) 5.5± 0.3 (100)

A peculiar thing reveals itself for the lower total concentrations and small bead
sizes, namely that sometimes the cross-correlation curve has a positive amplitude
even if there is no noise or cross-talk added to the images. A likely explanation
for this phenomenon is that sometimes the intensity profiles of the red and the
green beads overlap so much that the net result is a positive correlation instead
of anti-correlation, this issue will be somewhat more investigated later on in this
section.

If only those curves with negative amplitude are considered, no matter how
"ugly" they look (Fig. 4.2(a)) and the rest is discarded, the size estimation (Eq.
2.15) still seems to give reasonable results, at least the correct size is within the
standard deviation. Also even though a single image might generate an "ugly"
cross-correlation curve, averaging over more images gives a nicer and smoother
curve (Fig. 4.2(b)).
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(a) Typical curves for a single image. (b) Average curves for 100 images.

Figure 4.2. Cross-correlation curves for simulated images of size 100×100 pixels.
The bead size is 1 pixel and the number of red beads is 100 and green beads is 1000.
Resolution is 6 pixels. In (a) the cross-correlation curve for a single image is shown.
The blue curve marks a "bad" curve with positive amplitude and the red curve marks
a "good" curve with negative amplitude. Note the dip for the "good" curve at x = 6
pixels. (b) Average correlation curve for 100 images. The blue curve is the average
curve of all correlation curves while the red curve is the average of only the "good"
curves, 53 in total. The dip for the "good" curve in (b) vanishes in the average.

The phenomenon of cross-correlation curves with positive amplitude is more
frequently observed for the case when the bead size is 1 pixel in Table 4.1 (46 out
of 100). This corresponds roughly to confocal imaging of 40 nm beads since then 1
pixel = 50 nm. For this case also STED imaging is simulated with 4 pixels (FWHM).
The outcome of this simulation for a constant concentration of red beads but varying
concentration of green beads, Table 4.2(a), indicates that the sizing should work for
both confocal and STED imaging, at least in the ideal case of no noise and cross-talk
(or neglectable noise and cross-talk) as long as the concentration of green beads is
high enough (≥1000 green beads in the area) and only those cross-correlation curves
with negative amplitude are considered. In this simulation it is also clear that the
size gets overestimated when the total concentration decreases, but still the correct
size is within the standard deviation. These simulations also indicate that with no
cross-talk or noise added to the images the number of cross-correlation curves with
positive amplitude increases as the total bead concentration decreases.

For the more realistic case with noise and cross-talk added to the images the
sizing still seems to work, Table 4.2(b), at least for the only case considered here
with 1% cross-talk for the confocal simulations and 0.5% for the STED simulations
(a value of 1% cross-talk gave no anti-correlation at all for the STED simulations)
and noise added as described in Ch. 3.5 (which roughly corresponds to the real case)
and number of green beads between 1000 and 3000 beads in each image. However
cross-talk seems to increase the number of positive cross-correlation amplitudes but
this is expected since cross-talk from the green to the red image gets correlated with
the original green image (and the other way around for cross-talk from the red to the
green image) when the red and green images are cross-correlated. This will result
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in a decrease of the magnitude for the cross-correlation amplitude and therefore a
smaller amount of images yielding anti-correlation is expected. Also if the amount
of green beads increases there will be more total cross-talk in the red image that can
correlate with the green image and the cross-correlation amplitude will more often
become positive. This should make the sizing less good for high concentrations of
green beads in contrast to the ideal case where no noise or cross-talk is added. This
is also the case for the simulations in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Simulation with 100 red beads in each image. The bead size is 1 pixel.
Each simulation generated 100 images and the error is the standard deviation. The
value in parenthesis following the estimated size is the number of images yielding
cross-correlation curves with negative amplitude used for the size estimation. (a)
Confocal and STED simulations. Confocal simulations was done with image size
100 × 100 pixels and resolution 6 pixels. STED simulations was done with image
size 250 × 250 pixels and resolution 4 pixels. (b) Same as in (a) but with noise and
cross-talk added. The cross-talk is 1% for the confocal simulations and 0.5% for the
STED simulations (higher values gave very few images yielding anti-correlation). For
9000 green beads no STED images gave anti-correlation. The noise is tuned so it is
about 20% of the intensity per bead.

(a) Simulations without any noise or cross-talk added

# Green beads Bead size Estimated size Estimated size
Confocal STED

100 1 2.2± 0.9 (51) 2.0± 0.8 (61)
300 1 1.7± 0.7 (53) 1.7± 0.7 (77)
1000 1 1.3± 0.5 (52) 1.3± 0.5 (76)
3000 1 1.0± 0.4 (55) 1.2± 0.4 (84)
9000 1 1.0± 0.3 (60) 1.1± 0.2 (96)

(b) Simulations with noise and cross-talk added

# Green beads Bead size Estimated size Estimated size
Confocal STED

100 1 2.1± 0.8 (44) 2.6± 1.1 (36)
300 1 1.6± 0.8 (42) 2.1± 0.7 (28)
1000 1 1.2± 0.4 (34) 1.8± 1.0 (19)
3000 1 0.9± 0.5 (19) 1.4± 0.6 (10)
9000 1 0.6± 0.4 (8) -
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As mentioned earlier an explanation for the behaviour of positive amplitudes
of the cross-correlation curves (even with no cross-talk or noise added) might be
that there is always some overlap between the intensity profiles of the red and
the green beads, see Fig. 4.3. In those overlaps the contribution to the cross-

(a) Small overlap of intensity profiles (b) Large overlap of intensity profiles

Figure 4.3. The intensity profiles of two green beads surrounding one red bead.
The yellow areas indicates the overlap of the intensity profiles were there might be
a positive contribution to the cross-correlation amplitude. (a) Small overlap of the
intensity profiles. (b) Large overlap of the intensity profiles.

correlation amplitude might be positive rather than negative so if these overlapping
areas are dominating the cross-correlation amplitude would become positive. This
also explains why there are more images yielding positive amplitude of the cross-
correlation curve for low concentration of beads. Since for low concentrations there
are more areas without any beads that will appear as dark. These areas will not
contribute much to the cross-correlation function and therefore the overlapping in
the intensity profiles will contribute even more than if there was a high concentration
of beads, meaning less dark areas. However, this effect should always be present
and if the beads are uniformly distributed it seem strange that sometimes this
effect is strong enough for the amplitude to become positive and sometimes it seem
to have a small influence in the sense of using only the negative amplitudes for
size estimation. This explanation is supported by the number of cross-correlation
curves that yields anti-correlation is higher for the STED simulations compared to
the confocal simulations (Table 4.2(a)) since for STED the width of the intensity
profile is smaller and hence the overlap of intensities should be smaller.

A further indication of this is shown in Table 4.3 where the number of images
(with constant total number of beads) yielding anti-correlation decreases as the
width of the intensity profile of the beads, and hence the overlap, increases. This
could be a implication of that this overlap might play a role in why some images
yields cross-correlation curves with positive amplitude.
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Table 4.3. Simulation without noise and cross-talk for different resolution and with
image size 100 × 100 pixels and bead size 1 pixel. Number of red beads is 100 and
number of green beads is 1000. The number of generated images was 100 for each
simulation and the error is the standard deviation.

Width (FWHM) # Images yielding Bead size Estimated size
anti-correlation

2 99 1 1.1± 0.3
4 69 1 1.1± 0.4
6 52 1 1.3± 0.5
8 46 1 1.4± 0.6
10 24 1 1.3± 0.5
12 16 1 1.4± 0.7

4.2 Experiments

4.2.1 250 nm beads
A total number of 14 confocal and STED images were recorded for the 200 nm
beads. A typical confocal and corresponding STED image is shown in Fig 4.4 along
with an intensity trace of the confocal image showing how the red peaks coincides
with the green dips. The resolution of the STED-microscope, about 40 nm in x-y-
direction, is sufficient to resolve individual 200 nm beads (Fig. 4.4(b)). However the
resolution in z-direction is not as good, about 700 nm, so to determine if there is a
single layer of beads a high increase in intensity is used as an indication of multiple
layers. In Fig. 4.4 there is a small area of multiple layer. This area is indicated by
an arrow in Fig 4.4(b).

(a) Confocal (b) STED (c) Intensity trace

Figure 4.4. Typical confocal and STED image of the same scanned area on the
cover slip. The size of the scanned area is 5 × 5 µm. The white arrow in (b) points
out an area on the surface were the beads most likely has formed a multiple layer.
However in this images this multiple layer is very small compared to the total area
and has very little effect on the analysis. (c) Trace for arbitrary line in the confocal
image.

The theoretical expression for the amplitude of the cross-correlation curve (Eq.
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2.9) assumes that the presence of a red bead in the detection area reduces the green
signal in proportion to its area. However, when the red 250 nm beads are imaged
with the STED-microscope the red beads are larger than the detection area and
the theory does not hold. Therefore only the confocal images are considered for the
250 nm beads.

The images for the 250 nm beads were analysed using custom written MATLAB
code as described in Ch. 3.6. The red and green image were cross-correlated
to obtain Gcc(0) and the red image was auto-correlated to obtain Gac,r(0). By
counting the red beads in each image (as described in Ch. 3.6) the density of red
beads was estimated to be n = 1.97±0.32×10−6 beads/nm2, where the error is the
standard deviation. This gives all the parameters needed in Eq. 2.15 to estimate
the diameter d of the red bead. Typical correlation curves for the 250 nm beads
are shown in Fig. 4.5. By a rough estimation the beads covers about 60% of the
surface and according to the simulations (cf. Table 4.1) all images should yield
anti-correlation. This is also the case.

(a) Cross-correlation curve (b) Auto-correlation curve

Figure 4.5. Typical cross correlation curve (a) and auto-correlation curve (b) for a
single image of the 200 nm beads. The unit on the x-axis is pixels where 1 pixel =
50 nm.

According to the theory the curves should be fit with a Gaussian (Ch. 2). This
is done for the average cross-correlation curve and average auto-correlation curve
(average means that all the curves for each image has been summed together and
divided by the number of images) and are shown in Fig. 4.6. The Gaussian fit of
both the averaged curves yields an amplitude which is the same as the amplitude
of the raw data points, that is Gcc(0) = −0.22 and Gac,r(0) = 1.95.

Both fits also yield the same decay width at e−2 which is 267 nm. Using this
as the radius of the detection area [6] gives, according to Eq. 2.11, the density as
2.3×10−6 beads/nm2 which is close to the measured density 1.97×10−6 beads/nm2

obtained by counting. It differs approximately by 15 % which should be good enough
to give physical results [6]. This means that the cross-talk present here is probably
not too disturbing. Using these values for the amplitudes and that the mean density
is 1.96 × 10−6 beads/nm2 gives the average diameter of the red beads as d = 246
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nm which is close to 250 nm.

(a) Cross-correlation (b) Auto correlation for the red image

Figure 4.6. Average cross correlation curve and auto correlation curve for all 14 raw
images of the 250 nm beads. The Gaussian fit of the data points gives the amplitudes
as Gcc(0) = −0.22 and Gac,r(0) = 1.95 which is the same as the raw data gives. The
decay width at e−2 is the same for both curves and is 267 nm. The unit on x-axis is
in pixels were 1 pixel = 50 nm.
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Estimating the size from each individual raw image (i.e. the images are not
processed in any way) and averaging over all sizes gives,

d = 248± 17 nm (raw) (4.1)

where the error is the standard deviation which is less than 7%.
Even if the raw data is very good it is likely to assume there is some cross-

talk. Therefore an attempt to reduce cross-talk was done as described in Ch. 3.6.
Following this procedure and estimate the diameter of the beads from each image
after reducing for cross-talk gives

d = 257± 12 nm (cross-talk reduced). (4.2)

This result is slightly overestimated but the true value is within the standard devi-
ation, which is now a little less (5%). The overestimation might be a consequence
of that the beads does not cover the whole surface but has some gap in between
them. This was also seen in the simulations in Ch. 4.1 (see e.g. Table 4.2).

Averaging over all correlation curves for the cross-talk reduced images (Fig. 4.7)
gives Gcc(0) = −0.27 and Gac,r(0) = 2.15 which gives the size d = 259 nm using
n = 1.97× 10−6 beads/nm2, which again is a slight overestimation likely due to the
beads not being firmly together over the whole surface. The e−2-decay width is 270
nm for both of the curves which is basically the same as for the raw images. Using
the e−2-decay width as the radius of the detection area together with Gac,r(0) = 2.15
and Eq. 2.11 gives the density as 2.0× 10−6 beads/nm2, which is very close to the
density obtained by counting (differ by 1.5%).

(a) Cross-correlation (cross-talk re-
duced)

(b) Auto correlation (cross-talk re-
duced)

Figure 4.7. Average cross correlation curve and auto correlation curve for all 14
cross-talk reduced images of the 250 nm beads. The Gaussian fit of the data points
gives the amplitudes as Gcc(0) = −0.27 and Gac,r(0) = 2.15 which is the same as the
raw data gives. The decay width at e−2 is the same for both curves and is 270 nm.
The unit on x-axis is in pixels were 1 pixel = 50 nm.
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Multiplying together the density with the area of the beads gives n · Ap =
1.97× 106 · π · 1252 = 0.01, which is much smaller than 1. Therefore the theoretical
expression for the approximation of the cross-correlation amplitude (Eq. 2.10) can
in principal be used. Using the values of Gcc(0) given by the Gaussian fits and
the the e−2-decay width = 270 nm as the radius for the detection area gives an
approximation of the diameter for raw and cross-talk reduced images respectively
as

d = 2√
π

√
(13/14) · π · 2702 · 0.22 = 244 nm (raw) (4.3)

d = 2√
π

√
(13/14) · π · 2702 · 0.27 = 270 nm (cross-talk reduced) (4.4)

which are good estimations for the bead size. The slight overestimation of the
cross-talk reduced images is again likely due to gap between the beads.

As a last thing, to see if some more processing of the images would change the
result somehow, the images were deconvolved by a by a built in function in MATLAB
which deconvolves images with the Richardson-Lucy algorithm (see Appendix B.3).
Doing this for the images and run the analysis for the size estimation gives,

d = 250± 17 nm (deconvolved), (4.5)

which is no or little significant difference from the raw or cross-talk reduced images.
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4.2.2 40 nm beads
In this case when the beads have a diameter of 40 nm it is slightly less or just on
the edge of the STED resolution so the theory of iFCCS can be applied for STED
imaging as well, in contrary to the 250 nm beads where only the confocal imaging
gave meaningful results.

The 40 nm sample has about 1000 green beads and 100 red beads in a scanned
area of 5×5 µm, see Fig. 4.8. This is not very dense, only about 10% of the area is
covered by the beads. However, simulations with these parameters (Ch. 4.1 Table
4.2) shows that there should still be possible to estimate the size but likely with
an overestimation due to the low concentration. Intensity traces taken along the
diagonal in the confocal and STED image are shown in Fig. 4.9.

(a) Confocal (b) STED

Figure 4.8. Typical confocal and STED image of 40 nm beads. The scanned area
is the same in (a) and (b). The size of the scanned area is 5 × 5 µm. In the confocal
image the individual beads cannot be resolved since the resolution is to low (∼ 250
nm) and the beads appear to have a size comparable to the resolution, compare with
Fig. 4.4(a). For the the STED image the resolution is higher (∼ 40 nm) so the
individual beads can almost be distinguished but it is not so easy to determine if
there is only a single layer of beads everywhere. However since the resolution of the
STED imaging is equal or greater than the bead size the theory of iFCCS is applicable
and gives meaningful results.

A total of 42 images was recorded. Analysing the raw data of these images
in the same way as for the 250 nm beads (Ch. 4.2.1) gives cross-correlation curves
that have negative amplitude for 19 of them, both for the confocal and the STED
images. It is not necessarily the same confocal and STED image that yields negative
amplitude. Following the result from the simulations in Ch. 4.1 and only considering
those images that gave a negative amplitude of the cross-correlation curve and
estimating the size for each individual image and averaging over the estimated
diameter of the red beads gives for the confocal images

d = 63± 25 nm (Confocal, raw) (4.6)

and for the STED images

d = 43± 8 nm (STED, raw). (4.7)
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(a) Trace of confocal image (b) Trace of STED image

Figure 4.9. (a) The intensity trace for a line drawn on the diagonal in a confocal
image of 40 nm beads. (b) The same intensity trace as in (a) for the STED image of
the same area.

The STED images gives a better result and a smaller standard deviation. This could
be because of the high resolution of the STED microscope (∼40 nm) compared to
the resolution of the confocal microscope (∼250 nm) but could also be a coincidence
for just this case. For the confocal images the standard deviation is about 50% and
the correct size is within that standard deviation.

Taking the average of all of the cross-correlation curves yielding anti-correlation
and corresponding auto-correlation curves and fit with a Gaussian, Fig. 4.10, gives
the average amplitudes for confocal images Gcc(0) = −0.0079 and Gac,r(0) = 0.4631.
The e−2-decay width for the cross-correlation curve is 410 nm and for the auto-
correlation curve 290 nm which differ by 30%. Counting the red beads in each
images gives an estimate of the density n = 4.16 ± 0.37 × 10−6 nm−2, where the
error is the standard deviation. Using this value (4.16× 10−6 nm−2) and the values
of the average amplitudes and insert in Eq. 2.15 gives the estimated bead size as
d = 69 nm for raw confocal images.

For STED imaging the Gaussian fit of the average correlation curve (Fig. 4.10(c)
and Fig. 4.10(d)) gives the amplitudes Gcc(0) = −0.013 and Gac,r(0) = 1.98 and
the e−2-decay width is for the cross-correlation curve 156 nm and for the auto-
correlation curve 170 nm which does not differ as much as for the confocal case.
Using the values of the amplitudes together with the density 4.16×10−6 nm−2 gives
the estimated bead size d = 45 nm for raw STED images.
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(a) Cross-correlation (confocal, raw) (b) Auto-correlation (confocal, raw)

(c) Cross-correlation (STED, raw) (d) Auto-correlation (STED, raw)

Figure 4.10. (a) and (b): Average cross-correlation curve and auto-correlation curve
for all raw confocal images yielding anti-correlation, 19 out of 42, of the 40 nm beads.
The Gaussian fit of the data points gives the amplitudes as Gcc(0) = −0.08 and
Gac,r(0) = 0.46. The decay width at e−2 is for the cross-correlation curve 410 nm
and for the auto-correlation curve 290 nm. The two differ about 30%. The unit on
x-axis is in pixels were 1 pixel = 50 nm. (c) and (d): Same as in (a) and (b) but
STED images yielding anti-correlation, 19 out of 42. The Gaussian fit of the data
points gives the amplitudes as Gcc(0) = −0.013 and Gac,r(0) = 1.98. The decay
width at e−2 is for the cross-correlation curve 156 nm and for the auto-correlation
curve 170 nm which differ about 9%. The unit on x-axis is in pixels were 1 pixel =
20 nm.

Even if the raw data gives a good size estimation it is likely to assume that there
is some cross-talk present. Therefore the cross-talk is reduced in the same way as
for the 250 nm beads using the cross-talk images (see Ch. 3.6). Reducing cross-talk
in this way gives anti-correlation for 29 confocal images and for 38 of the STED
images.
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Estimating the size of the red beads for each individual image and averaging
gives the diameter of the red beads for confocal as

d = 65± 26 nm (Confocal, cross-talk reduced). (4.8)

and for STED
d = 76± 17 nm (STED, cross-talk reduced). (4.9)

This size estimation might seem to be less good than for the raw data, at least
for the STED images. However the Gaussian fit of the average curves, Fig. 4.12,
looks somewhat better when the cross-talk is reduced and also the overestimation
of the bead size is expected since the beads are not so densely packed and therefore
each bead on average occupy an area larger than the true area of the bead. The
amplitudes of the average confocal cross-talk reduced curves are Gcc(0) = −0.013
and Gac,r(0) = 0.73 and the e−2-decay widths are 335 nm for the cross-correlation
curve (Fig. 4.12(a)) and 290 nm for the auto-correlation curve (Fig. 4.12(b)). These
widths differ by 16% which is better than for the raw data. Using these values of
the amplitudes gives the estimated size for confocal imaging d = 69 nm when the
cross-talk is reduced.

Averaging the correlation curves of the cross-talk reduced STED images and fit
with a Gaussian (Fig. 4.12(c) and Fig. 4.12(d)) gives the amplitudesGcc(0) = −0.12
and Gac,r(0) = 1.98 which corresponds to a estimated diameter of 75 nm. The decay
width at e−2 is for the cross-correlation curve 156 nm and for the auto-correlation
curve 154 nm which is very close to each other.

In Fig. 4.11 the cross-correlation functions for cross-talk reduced confocal images
of the 250 nm and 40 nm beads are shown for comparison. As can be seen the am-
plitude for the 40 nm curve is much smaller then the 250 nm curve as expected from
theory. The ratio of the amplitudes for the 250 nm beads and 40 nm beads should
equal the ratio of the respectively areas, which is A250nm/A40nm = 2502/402 = 39.
For the 250 nm beads the amplitude is -0.27 and for the 40 nm beads it is -0.013
giving the ratio 0.27/0.013 = 21, which is not very close to 39. The reason for why
they differ is probably because the 40 nm beads are much more sparsely distributed
on the surface than the 250 nm beads and therefore the size is overestimated. If the
diameter of 60 nm were to be used instead of 40 nm the ratio of the areas would be
2502/602 = 17, which is closer to 21.
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Figure 4.11. Cross-correlation curves for the 250 nm and 40 nm beads with a
Gaussian fit. The amplitude for the 250 nm curve is -0.27 and for the 40 nm curve
the amplitude is -0.013. The unit on the x-axis is in pixels where 1 pixel = 50 nm.

In an attempt to further improve the cross-talk reduced images they are decon-
volved with the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. Subsequent cross-correlation analysis
yields 26 confocal images and 40 STED images relieving anti-correlation out of the
total 42 images. So the statistics might be somewhat better for the deconvolved
images compared to the raw data. This is what to expect if the positive cross-
correlation amplitude is a result of too much overlap between the red and green
intensity profiles (as discussed in Ch. 4.1) since the width of the intensity profile of
the beads becomes smaller due to deconvolution.
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(a) Cross-correlation (confocal, cross-talk
reduced)

(b) Auto-correlation (confocal, cross-talk
reduced)

(c) Cross-correlation (STED, cross-talk re-
duced)

(d) Auto-correlation (STED, cross-talk re-
duced)

Figure 4.12. (a) and (b): Average cross-correlation curve and auto-correlation
curve for all cross-talk reduced confocal images yielding anti-correlation, 29 out of
42, of the 40 nm beads. The Gaussian fit of the data points gives the amplitudes
Gcc(0) = −0.013 and Gac,r(0) = 0.73. The decay width at e−2 is for the cross-
correlation curve 335 nm and for the auto-correlation curve 290 nm which differ by
16%. The unit on x-axis is in pixels were 1 pixel = 50 nm. (c) and (d): Same as in (a)
and (b) but STED images yielding anti-correlation, 38 out of 42. The Gaussian fit of
the data points gives the amplitudes Gcc(0) = −0.12 and Gac,r(0) = 6.46. The decay
width at e−2 is for the cross-correlation curve 156 nm and for the auto-correlation
curve 154 nm which is very close to each other. The unit on x-axis is in pixels were
1 pixel = 20 nm.

The result of the size estimation is

d = 51± 19 nm (Confocal, cross-talk reduced & deconvolved) (4.10)

d = 59± 17 nm (STED, cross-talk reduced & deconvolved). (4.11)

This might seem somewhat better but the the standard deviation is still about the
same (∼50%). However, the correct size is within that standard deviation.

Averaging over all the cross-correlation curves yielding anti-correlation and over
the corresponding auto-correlation curves and fitting with a Gaussian, Fig. 4.13,
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gives for this case the confocal correlation amplitudesGcc(0) = −0.029 andGac,r(0) =
1.78 which yields a diameter of 68 nm. The e−2-decay widths for the confocal curves
are 173 nm and 200 nm for the cross-correlation and auto-correlation curves respec-
tively (Fig. 4.13(a) and and Fig. 4.13(b)). The cross-correlation curve for the
average confocal images has a dip at about x = 100 nm. This dip also sometimes
showed up in the simulations but disappeared when averaging over more images (Ch.
4.1 Fig. 4.2(a)). This could therefore be a result of bad statistics (few images).

For the STED images the amplitudes of the Gaussian fit for the average curves
are Gcc(0) = −0.38 and Gac,r(0) = 26.8 which yields the diameter of 65 nm.
The auto-correlation amplitude seem rather high compared to the non-deconvolved
cases. This might be a result of the deconvolution if beads that are not so bright
somehow disappears so the concentration seem to be smaller than the true value
and also the effective detection area decreases since the resolution appears to be
larger, as can be seen from the e−2-decay widths that are 69 nm and 65 nm which
are close to each other (Fig. 4.13(c) and Fig. 4.13(d)). The smaller values of the
decay widths is a result of the deconvolution since this makes the resolution to ap-
pear as larger since the width of the intensity profiles of the beads becomes smaller
and their size in the image is closer to their true size on the cover slip.

So far all the results have been overestimated. As mentioned earlier this is
probably because of the low total concentration of beads on the surface. This leads
to gaps in between the beads which makes them appear as larger than their true
size.
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Using the values for Gcc(0) given by the Gaussian fits for the cross-talk re-
duced images together with the approximate expression for the cross-correlation
amplitude (Eq. 2.10) and further using e−2-decay widths ∼290 nm for confocal
and ∼150 nm for STED as the radius of respectively detection areas [6] could give
a rough approximation for the size of the beads. This is possible since nAp =
4.16 × 10−6 nm−2 · π · 202 nm2 = 0.005 which is much smaller than 1 which is
required for this approximation to hold. For the cross-talk reduced images the am-
plitudes were Gcc(0) = −0.013 for confocal and Gcc(0) = −0.12 for STED. The
estimated diameters are then

d ≈ 2√
π

√
π · 2902 · 0.013 nm = 66 nm (confocal) (4.12)

d ≈ 2√
π

√
π · 1502 · 0.12 nm = 104 nm (STED) (4.13)

which is a rather good estimation for at least the confocal images considering that
the size is about 6-7 times smaller than the diffraction limit.
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(a) Cross-correlation (confocal, decon-
volved)

(b) Auto-correlation (confocal, decon-
volved)

(c) Cross-correlation (STED, deconvolved) (d) Auto-correlation (STED, deconvolved)

Figure 4.13. (a) and (b): Average cross-correlation curve and auto-correlation curve
for all deconvolved and cross-talk reduced confocal images yielding anti-correlation,
26 out of 42, of the 40 nm beads. The Gaussian fit of the data points gives the
amplitudes as Gcc(0) = −0.029 and Gac,r(0) = 1.78. The decay width at e−2 is for
the cross-correlation curve 173 nm and for the auto-correlation curve 200 nm which
differ about 16%. The unit on x-axis is in pixels were 1 pixel = 25 nm. (c) and
(d): Same as in (a) and (b) but STED images yielding anti-correlation, 40 out of
42. The Gaussian fit of the data points gives the amplitudes as Gcc(0) = −0.38 and
Gac,r(0) = 26.8. The decay width at e−2 is for the cross-correlation curve 69 nm and
for the auto-correlation curve 65 nm which are close to each other. The unit on x-axis
is in pixels were 1 pixel = 10 nm.
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Conclusion & Discussion

In this study fluorescent nano beads of size 250 nm and 40 nm lying on a surface
were size determined using laser scanning microscopy and the theory of iFCCS.
Also simulations were done as a complement to the experiments to get a better
understanding of the experimental results. Two types of microscopy were used:
Confocal microscopy with a resolution ∼250 nm and STED microscopy with a
resolution of ∼40 nm.

For the 250 nm beads the theory of iFCCS was applicable only using confocal
imaging since the detection area of the STED microscope is smaller than the beads.
The cover slip was densely packed with beads (∼60%) and the result of the size
estimation was within 7% of the correct value which indicates that this is a good
way to determine the size of objects that are just below the resolution of confocal
microscopes.

For the 40 nm beads the size estimation was less good for both confocal and
STED imaging. However, for confocal imaging the diameter (which is 6-7 times
below the resolution of the microscope) could be determined within 50% accuracy.
For STED imaging it is a little bit more difficult to draw a conclusion since it could
only be tested for the the 40 nm beads which are just on the edge of the resolution.
However, the size determination had an accuracy somewhere between 50% and 75%.
One reason for why it did not work as well for STED imaging might be that the
higher resolution makes it more sensitive to sparsely distributed beads.

The diameter of the beads seemed to be frequently overestimated. A likely
explanation for this is that the beads in the sample were not so densely packed
so there were gaps in between them making the beads appear as larger than they
actually are. This behaviour was also seen in the simulations (cf. Table 4.2). The
conclusion drawn is that the method for determining the size works but the result
would be better if the surrounding medium was more densely distributed around
the beads.

The main problems were to reduce the cross-talk and to get a surface that was
densely packed with a single layer of beads. The simulations suggest that if the
surface is not enough covered with beads the size will be overestimated, probably
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due to the average gap in between the beads that make the beads appear as larger
than their true size. However, if more than approximately 10% of the surface is
covered with beads the correct size should lie within the standard deviation which
is about 30% of the size.

If the density of beads on the surface to be size determined is not known the
approximate formula (Eq. 2.10 on p. 5) could be used which gave a rough estimation
of the diameter within ∼50% for confocal imaging and less good for STED imaging.

For the 40 nm beads the cross-correlation sometimes became positive for some
images. Discarding those images and only considering those images that gave a
negative amplitude yields acceptable size predictions, however, the validity of this
approach should be investigated further. (In this sense this is an empirical study
for scanning iFCCS.)

The samples with nano beads could likely be improved in terms of getting the
beads more densely packed or staining the surrounding area using something else
than beads. As a short note several other approaches to make samples of this kind
were tried out (not presented here). These approaches included nano beads on a
cover slip surrounded by free fluorophores and/or using other coating procedures of
the cover slip to attach more beads and/or fluorophores. However, these samples
did not turn out very well. It was difficult to make the fluorophores only stick to
the surface and not to the beads or to stick to the surface at all.

Doing iFCCS on surfaces could be a good way of measuring on lipids or cell
membranes to size determine e.g. clusters of proteins. For this purpose good ways
of staining the membrane and proteins with different colours must be achieved.
This could be an extension in the future of the work done here which would be very
interesting.
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Appendix A

MATLAB code for simulations

A.1 Distribution of particles
% DotSimulation2.0

function [SimRedIm SimGreenIm] = DotSimulation2(size, DotSizeRed, DotSizeGreen,
NumberRedDots, NumberGreenDots, filename1, filename2)

tic

% Make the image larger to avoid boundary effects..
if DotSizeRed<DotSizeGreen;

size = size+2*DotSizeGreen;
else

size = size+2*DotSizeRed;
end

% Create a vector with all possible positions for the dots
PosVecSize = size*size;
PosVec = zeros(PosVecSize,2);
for i=1:size;

PosVec((i-1)*size+1:i*size,1)=i;
for j=1:size;

PosVec((i-1)*size+j:i*size,2)=j;
end

end

% Create a circleprofile for the red dots
DotRadiusRed = floor(DotSizeRed/2);
RedCircle = zeros(DotSizeRed);
x0=DotRadiusRed; y0=DotRadiusRed;
for x=1:DotSizeRed;

for y=1:DotSizeRed;
if (x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2<=DotRadiusRed^2;

RedCircle(x,y)=2;
end

end
end
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% Create a circleprofile for the green dots
DotRadiusGreen = floor(DotSizeGreen/2);
GreenCircle = zeros(DotSizeGreen);
x0=DotRadiusGreen; y0=DotRadiusGreen;
for x=1:DotSizeGreen;

for y=1:DotSizeGreen;
if (x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2<=DotRadiusGreen^2;

GreenCircle(x,y)=2;
end

end
end
toc
tic
% Distribute the "red" dots
SimRedIm = zeros(size);
drr = DotRadiusRed;
dotsR=0;
while dotsR<NumberRedDots;

index = round(PosVecSize * rand + 0.5);
PosX = PosVec(index,1);
PosY = PosVec(index,2);
PosVec(index,:) = 0;
PosVec(PosVec(:,1)==0,:)=[];
PosVecSize = PosVecSize-1;
if PosX>drr && PosX<(size-drr) && PosY>drr && PosY<(size-drr);

if sum(SimRedIm(PosX-drr:PosX+drr,PosY))+sum(SimRedIm(PosX,PosY-drr:PosY+drr))==0;
SimRedIm(PosX-drr:PosX+drr,PosY-drr:PosY+drr) =
SimRedIm(PosX-drr:PosX+drr,PosY-drr:PosY+drr) + RedCircle;
SimRedIm(PosX,PosY) = 1;
dotsR = dotsR + 1;

end
end

end
toc
tic
% Distribute the "green" dots
SimGreenIm = zeros(size);
drg = DotRadiusGreen;
dotsG=0;
while dotsG<NumberGreenDots;

index = round(PosVecSize * rand + 0.5);
PosX = PosVec(index,1);
PosY = PosVec(index,2);
PosVec(index,:) = 0;
PosVec(PosVec(:,1)==0,:)=[];
PosVecSize = PosVecSize-1;
if PosX>drg && PosX<(size-drg) && PosY>drg && PosY<(size-drg);

if sum(SimGreenIm(PosX-drg:PosX+drg,PosY))+
sum(SimGreenIm(PosX,PosY-drg:PosY+drg))==0 && sum(SimRedIm(PosX-drg:PosX+drg,PosY))+
sum(SimRedIm(PosX,PosY-drg:PosY+drg))==0;

SimGreenIm(PosX-drg:PosX+drg,PosY-drg:PosY+drg) =
SimGreenIm(PosX-drg:PosX+drg,PosY-drg:PosY+drg) + GreenCircle;
SimGreenIm(PosX,PosY) = 1;
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dotsG = dotsG + 1;
end

end
end

% Remove the two’s since they are now unnecessery
SimRedIm(SimRedIm==2)=0;
SimGreenIm(SimGreenIm==2)=0;

% Cropping the image back to original size
if DotSizeRed<DotSizeGreen;

SimGreenIm = SimGreenIm(DotSizeGreen+1:size-DotSizeGreen,DotSizeGreen+1:size-
DotSizeGreen);
SimRedIm = SimRedIm(DotSizeGreen+1:size-DotSizeGreen,DotSizeGreen+1:size-
DotSizeGreen);

else
SimGreenIm = SimGreenIm(DotSizeRed+1:size-DotSizeRed,DotSizeRed+1:size-DotSizeRed);
SimRedIm = SimRedIm(DotSizeRed+1:size-DotSizeRed,DotSizeRed+1:size-DotSizeRed);

end

toc
save(filename1,’SimRedIm’,’-ascii’,’-double’);
save(filename2,’SimGreenIm’,’-ascii’,’-double’);

A.2 Intensity profiles of particles
This code was written by Daniel Rönnlund who kindly provided it to use it for the
work in this study.

% ResSim003
% Takes in two SimIm images and calculates them for different resolutions

% SAME as 002 but do not show any images and does not add numers for
% resolution

function [ThreeDBlob] = ResSim003(Image, resolution, filename)
SimIm = importdata(Image);

size = length(SimIm);

for i = 1:length(resolution)
dotsize = resolution(i);
% Simulate the resolution of the dots using a gaussian approximation
GSize = dotsize*3;
x0 = GSize/2; y0 = GSize/2;
GaussProf(1:GSize,1:GSize) = 0;
for x = 1:GSize

for y = 1:GSize
GaussProf(x,y) = exp(-2.8*((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2)/(dotsize^2));
%{
if (x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2<0.25*dotsize^2;

GaussProf(x,y)=1;
end
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%}
end

end
%{
for x = 1:GSize

for y = GSize
SquareProf(x,y) = 2;

end
end
GaussProf = SquareProf;
%}
% Simulate the resolution of the dots using a lorentzian approximation
% -

% Add resolution profile to the dots in the image
% Locate the dots
locations = find(SimIm == 1);
locationY = round(locations./size + 0.49999);
locationX = locations - (locationY-1)*size;

% Add the profiles
BlobIm(1:size,1:size) = 0;
for dot = 1:length(locations)

XNeg = GSize/2 - 1; XPos = GSize/2; YNeg = GSize/2 -1; YPos = GSize/2;
if locationX(dot) <= GSize/2

XNeg = locationX(dot) - 1;
end
if locationX(dot) >= (size - GSize/2)

XPos = size - locationX(dot);
end
if locationY(dot) <= GSize/2

YNeg = locationY(dot) - 1;
end
if locationY(dot) >= (size - GSize/2)

YPos = size - locationY(dot);
end
BlobIm((locationX(dot)-XNeg):(locationX(dot)+XPos),
(locationY(dot)-YNeg):(locationY(dot)+YPos)) =
BlobIm((locationX(dot)-XNeg):(locationX(dot)+XPos),(locationY(dot)-YNeg):
(locationY(dot)+YPos)) + GaussProf((GSize/2 -XNeg):(GSize/2 + XPos),
(GSize/2 -YNeg):(GSize/2 + YPos));

end
ThreeDBlob(1:size,1:size,i) = BlobIm;
% Save the image to a file
save([filename,’.dat’],’BlobIm’,’-ascii’,’-double’);

end

% figure
% subplot(2,3,1)
% imshow(SimIm)
% for i = 1:5 %length(resolution)
% subplot(2,3,i+1)
% imshow(ThreeDBlob(:,:,round(i*length(resolution)/5)),
[0,max(max(ThreeDBlob(:,:,round(i*length(resolution)/5))))])
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% colormap(’Hot’)
% end

A.3 Cross-correlation, auto-correlation, noise, cross-talk
and sizing

%clear all

N = 100;
tic
% Dot size måste vara ett udda tal pga hur DotSimulation2 fungerar..
RedDotsize = 1;
GreenDotsize = 1;
RedRes = 6;
GreenRes = 6;
%q = 0.10; %ratio of reddots/greendots
%Cover = 0.06; % del av ytan som är täckt av prickar...
Ng = 9000;%4*Cover*N*N/(pi*(GreenDotsize^2+(q/(1-q))*RedDotsize^2)); % Number of
green dots
Nr = 100;%q/(1-q)*Ng; % number of red dots

% set the cross-talk and the noise levels..
CTA = 0.0;
CTB = 0.0;
PHnoise = 0.0; %photon noise
BGnoise = 0.2; %back ground noise

% declaration of variables...
GCC = []; GCR = []; j = 0; k = 0; Pic = []; GccTot = zeros(1,N); GcrTot = zeros(1,N);
GccTotGood = zeros(1,N); GcrTotGood = zeros(1,N); GccTotBad = zeros(1,N);
GcrTotBad = zeros(1,N);
for p=1:100;

p
% DotSimulation2(size, DotSizeRed, DotSizeGreen, NumberRedDots, NumberGreenDots,
filename1, filename2)

DotSimulation2(N,RedDotsize, GreenDotsize, Nr, Ng, ’RedDotSim2’,’GreenDotSim2’);

% ResSim003(Image, resolution, filename, Intensity) resolution = dotsize..
A1 = ResSim003(’RedDotSim2’, RedRes, ’RedSim2’);
B1 = ResSim003(’GreenDotSim2’, GreenRes, ’GreenSim2’);

% Adding cross talk and noise
A = A1 + CTA*B1 + 0.2*abs(randn(N))*BGnoise;
A = A + PHnoise*sqrt(A).*rand(N);
B = B1 + CTB*A1 + 0.2*abs(randn(N))*BGnoise;
B = B + PHnoise*sqrt(B).*rand(N);

% Plots the images
%{
figure
subplot(2,2,1), subimage(A,[min(A(:)),max(A(:))]), title(’Red’)
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subplot(2,2,2), subimage(B), title(’Green’)
subplot(2,2,3), subimage(A+B), title(’Red & Green’)
subplot(2,2,4), contour(A,’r’), hold on, contour(B,’g’)
%}

% Remove dark rows and columns from the red image..
% check the average of each column and row of the image
%{
ColAve = mean(A);
RowAve = mean(A’);
CutOff = 0;

A(:,ColAve==CutOff) = []; B(:,ColAve==CutOff) = [];
A(RowAve==CutOff,:) = []; B(RowAve==CutOff,:) = [];

if length(A(1,:))>=length(A(:,1));
A=A(:,1:length(A(:,1)));
B=B(:,1:length(B(:,1)));

else
A=A(1:length(A(1,:)),:);
B=B(1:length(B(1,:)),:);

end

%}

ave1 = mean(A(:));
ave2 = mean(B(:));

%----------------------------------------------------------------------
%----------------cross-correlating-red-&-crimson-images----------------
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

F1 = fft2(A); F2 = fft2(B);
G12 = (1/(N^2*ave1*ave2))*ifft2(F2.*conj(F1))-1;
G21 = (1/(N^2*ave1*ave2))*ifft2(F1.*conj(F2))-1;
toc
% averaging over rows, columns and order of correlation
Gcc = 0.25*(G12(1,1:N)+G12(1:N,1)’+G21(1,1:N)+G21(1:N,1)’);

%{
hold on
figure
semilogx(Gcc(1:0.5*N),’r’)
title([’Image nr: ’,num2str(p),’ cross corr. ’,’CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,
num2str(CTB)])
%}
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------correlation-of-crimson-image----------------------
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

G1 = (1/(N^2*ave1^2))*ifft2(F1.*conj(F1))-1;
toc
% averaging over rows and columns
Gcr = 0.5*(G1(1,1:N)+G1(1:N,1)’);
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%{
%hold on
figure
semilogx(Gcr(1:0.5*N),’b’)
title([’Image nr: ’,num2str(p),’ correlation ’,’CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,
num2str(CTB)])
%}

% save the correlation amplitides for each "good" image
if Gcc(1)<0;

j=j+1;
GCC(j) = -Gcc(1); GCR(j) = Gcr(1); Pic(j) = p;
GccTotGood = GccTotGood+Gcc;
GcrTotGood = GcrTotGood+Gcr;

end
if Gcc(1)>0;

GccTotBad = GccTotBad + Gcc;
GcrTotBad = GcrTotBad + Gcr;
k=k+1;

end
GccTot = GccTot + Gcc;
GcrTot = GcrTot + Gcr;

end

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%-------------------plotting-average-of-"bad"-curves-----------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
figure
semilogx(GccTotBad(1:0.5*N)/k)
title([’average of all "bad" cross-correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,
num2str(CTB),’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{cc}(0) = ’,num2str(GccTotBad(1)/k)])

figure
semilogx(GcrTotBad(1:0.5*N)/k)
title([’average of all "bad" correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTB),
’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{c,r}(0) = ’,num2str(GcrTotBad(1)/k)])

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------plotting-average-of-"good"-curves------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
figure
semilogx(GccTotGood(1:0.5*N)/j)
title([’average of all "good" cross-correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,
num2str(CTB),’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{cc}(0) = ’,num2str(GccTotGood(1)/j)])

figure
semilogx(GcrTotGood(1:0.5*N)/j)
title([’average of all "good" correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTB),
’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{c,r}(0) = ’,num2str(GcrTotGood(1)/j)])
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%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%---------------------plotting-average-of-all-curves-----------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
figure
semilogx(GccTot(1:0.5*N)/p)
title([’average of all cross-correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTB),
’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{cc}(0) = ’,num2str(GccTot(1)/p)])

figure
semilogx(GcrTot(1:0.5*N)/p)
title([’average of all correlation curves’,’ CTA=’,num2str(CTA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTB),
’ noise=’,num2str(PHnoise)])
legend([’G_{c,r}(0) = ’,num2str(GcrTot(1)/p)])

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%----------------------calculating-the-dot-size----------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
toc
Ap = (GreenRes/RedRes)*(N^2/Nr).*GCC./(GCR+(GreenRes/RedRes)*GCC);

D = sqrt(4*Ap/pi);
d = mean(D);
error = std(D);
[’Estimated size is: ’,num2str(d),’ plus/minus ’,num2str(error),’ nm’]

Ap_all = (GreenRes/RedRes)*(N^2/Nr).*(-GccTot(1)/p+mean(GccTot(50:0.50*N)/p))./(GcrTot(1)/p+
(GreenRes/RedRes)*(-GccTot(1)/p+mean(GccTot(50:0.50*N)/p)));
d_all = sqrt(4*(Ap_all)/pi)
%}
figure, imshow(A,[min(A(:)),0.1])
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MATLAB code for data analysis

B.1 Cross-correlation, auto-correlation and sizing.
% Cross correlates two images
%set(0,’DefaultTextInterpreter’,’latex’)
clear all
close all

% 001-006: taken 120903
% 007-012: taken 120723
% 013-023: taken 120802
% 024-042: taken 120926

fileA = ’-Conf-Beads-120723-Red.dat’;
fileB = ’-Conf-Beads-120723-Crimson.dat’;
fileCTA = ’-Conf-Beads-120723-T1-APD2.dat’;
fileCTB = ’-Conf-Beads-120723-T2-APD1.dat’;

% Set the values for the specific images
type = ’Conf’; % Set the type ’Conf’ or ’STED’.
pix = 50; % Set the value of a pixel in nano meters
CTredA = 0.4;
CTredB = 0.4;

GCC = []; GCR = []; Dens = []; j = 0; Pic = []; k = 0;
GccTot = zeros(1,length(load([’001’,fileA])));
GcrTot = zeros(1,length(load([’001’,fileA])));
tic
for i=1:42;

if i<10
num = [’00’,num2str(i)];

else
num = [’0’,num2str(i)];

end

A = load([num,fileA]);
B = load([num,fileB]);
CTA = load([num,fileCTA]);
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CTB = load([num,fileCTB]);

% removes spikes in the image
%
A = SpotAway001(A);
B = SpotAway001(B);
%
CTA = SpotAway001(CTA);
CTB = SpotAway001(CTB);

% Reduce cross-talk
A = A-CTredA*CTA;
B = B-CTredB*CTB;
% Remove negative values
%A = A.*(A>0);
%B = B.*(B>0);
%}
N = length(A(:,1)); %sidlängd och antalet rader och kolumner att summera ihop
ave1 = mean(A(:));
ave2 = mean(B(:));

%----------------------------------------------------------------------
%----------------cross-correlating-red-&-crimson-images----------------
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

F1 = fft2(A); F2 = fft2(B);
G12 = (1/(N^2*ave1*ave2))*ifft2(F2.*conj(F1))-1;
G21 = (1/(N^2*ave1*ave2))*ifft2(F1.*conj(F2))-1;
toc
% averaging over rows, columns and order of correlation
Gcc = 0.25*(G12(1,1:N)+G12(1:N,1)’+G21(1,1:N)+G21(1:N,1)’);

%hold on
figure
semilogx(Gcc(1:0.5*N),’r’)
title([num,fileA,’ cross corr. ’,’CTA=’,num2str(CTredA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTredB)])

%----------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------correlation-of-crimson-image----------------------
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

G2 = (1/(N^2*ave2*ave2))*ifft2(F2.*conj(F2))-1;
toc
% averaging over rows and columns
Gcr = 0.5*(G2(1,1:N)+G2(1:N,1)’);

%hold on
figure
semilogx(Gcr(1:0.5*N),’b’)
title([num,fileA,’ correlation ’,’CTA=’,num2str(CTredA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTredB)])

%----------------------------------------------------------------------
%-save-the-correlation-amplitides-and-other-data-for-each-"good"-image-
%---------------used-for-calculating-the-size-later--------------------
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%----------------------------------------------------------------------
if Gcc(1)<0; % this is the criteria for a "good" image

j=j+1;
GCC(j) = -Gcc(1); GCR(j)=Gcr(1); Pic = [Pic,’ ’,num];
Dens(j) = DotCounter002(load([num,’-STED-Beads-120723-Crimson-Dec-1.dat’]),0)/N^2;
if strcmp(type,’Conf’);

if N>100
GccTot(1:0.5*N) = GccTot(1:0.5*N) + Gcc(1:0.5*N);
GcrTot(1:0.5*N) = GcrTot(1:0.5*N) + Gcr(1:0.5*N);
else
GccTot = GccTot + Gcc;
GcrTot = GcrTot + Gcr;
end
k = k+1;

end
end

end

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%---------------plotting-the-average-correlation-curves--------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
figure
semilogx(GccTot(1:0.5*N)/k)
title([’Average of all "good" cross correlation curves for ’,type,’ images.’,
’CTA=’,
num2str(CTredA),’ CTB=’,num2str(CTredB)])
figure
semilogx(GcrTot(1:0.5*N)/k)
title([’Average of all "good" correlation curves for ’,type,’ images’,’CTA=’,
num2str(CTredA),
’ CTB=’,num2str(CTredB)])

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%---------------------here-the-size-is-calculated--------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
if strcmp(type,’Conf’)

Ap = (13/14)*(1./Dens).*GCC./(GCR+(13/14)*GCC);
else

Ap = (1./Dens).*GCC./(GCR+GCC);
end
D = pix*sqrt(4*Ap/pi);
d = mean(D);
error = std(D);
[’Estimated size is: ’,num2str(d),’ plus/minus ’,num2str(error),’ nm’]
%}
toc

B.2 Counting beads
function [Dots] = DotCounter002(data, CutOff)

tic
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RedIm= data;
L=length(RedIm(1,:));

if CutOff == 0;
% This cutoff seem to work fine for STED: CutOff = mean(RedIm(:))+
2*std(RedIm(:));
CutOff = mean(RedIm(:))+2*std(RedIm(:));

end

maximum = max(RedIm(:));
RedIm = padarray(RedIm,[30 30]); % Pad to avoid boundary effects

Dots=0;
while maximum>CutOff;

%---------------this-part-finds-a-potential-bead-----------------------
[s,t] = find(RedIm == maximum);
x=s(1); y=t(1);
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

%----this-part-estimates-the-size-of-the-bead-in-x-and-y-direction-----
%
% the number 0.1353 corresponds to the decay at 1/e^2
k=0;

while RedIm(x+k,y)>0.1353*maximum;
if x+k == L

break
end
k=k+1;

end
l=0;
while RedIm(x-l,y)>0.1353*maximum;

if x-l == 1
break

end
l=l+1;

end
m=0;
while RedIm(x,y+m)>0.1353*maximum;

if y+m == L
break

end
m=m+1;

end
n=0;
while RedIm(x,y-n)>0.1353*maximum;

if y-n == 1
break

end
n=n+1;

end
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

%------------this-part-estimates-the-size-of-the-bead------------------
R = [k l m n];
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r = round(median(R));
if r>x || r>y

if x>y
r=y-1;

else
r=x-1;

end
end
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

%---------------this-part-remove-the-found-bead------------------------
RedIm(x-r:x+r,y-r:y+r) = RedIm(x-r:x+r,y-r:y+r).*(RedIm(x-r:x+r,y-r:y+r)<0.1353*maximum);
%----------------------------------------------------------------------

Dots=Dots+1;
maximum = max(RedIm(:));

end
Dots
toc

B.3 Deconvolution
This code was written by Daniel Rönnlund who kindly provided it to use it for the work in this
study.

% TIP001 (Thrombocyte Image Processor) removes spikes, enlarges images,
% normalize images and then deconvolutes using the Richardsson-Lucy
% deconvolution algorithm

clear all
close all

for p=1:9;
tic

filename = [’00’,num2str(p),’-Conf-Beads-120723-Red’]; % Write the whole name except the
nr in the end

filenameCT = [’00’,num2str(p),’-Conf-Beads-120723-T1-APD2’];
NrImages = 1; % How many images in a serie you want to process
Enlargement = 2; % If you want to enlarge image prior to deconvolution, if

% 2 is choosen then each pixel will be half the size in
% both x and y

A = load([filename, ’.dat’]);
CTA = load([filenameCT,’.dat’]);
A = SpotAway001(A);
CTA = SpotAway001(CTA);

SpikeSens = 1.75; % How sensitive the spike removal is, usually 1.5 - 2.0
DecItterations = 10;
DecPSFtype = 0; % 1 = Lorentzian otherwise Gaussian will be used
DecPSFsize = 5*Enlargement; % PSF size in pixels, usually 1 pixel = 20 nm
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GSize = DecPSFsize*3; % map over the PSF
x0 = GSize/2; y0 = GSize/2;
PSF(1:GSize,1:GSize) = 0;
if DecPSFtype == 1

for x = 1:GSize
for y = 1:GSize

PSF(x,y)= 1/pi*0.5*DecPSFsize/((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2+(1/2*DecPSFsize)^2);
end

end
else

for x = 1:GSize
for y = 1:GSize

PSF(x,y) = exp(-2.8*((x-x0)^2+(y-y0)^2)/(DecPSFsize^2));
end

end
end

AltPix(1:NrImages) = 0;
for b = 1:NrImages

%data = double(importdata([filename,’.dat’]));
data = A-CTA*0.4;

% if length(data(:,1)) < 250 || length(data(1,:)) < 250
% enlarge(1:250,1:250) = 0;
% enlarge(1:length(data(:,1)),1:length(data(1,:))) = data;
% data = enlarge;
% end

dataRS = data; % Will be used for the spike removed image
dataRSE = 0;
dataRSE(1:(length(data(:,1))*Enlargement),1:(length(data(1,:))*Enlargement)) = 0; % Will be
used for
the enlarged spike removed image
dataRSENm = dataRSE; % Will be used for the enlarged spike removed normalized image
dataRSENmDec = dataRSE; % Will be used for the enlarged spike removed normalized
deconvoluted image

% (1) First step, remove spikes in the image and use smoothing filter

% Locate high intensity spots, consider pixels above image average to
% increase speed
SuspSpot = data > (10 + 1*mean(data(:))); % 10 as base since spikes are always higher in
intensity

% Check if the suspisious spots have other high intensity spots near
% (probably not noise) or if they are alone (most likely noise).
[x,y] = find(SuspSpot == 1);
ClosePInt(1:length(x)) = 0;
for i=1:length(x)

k = 0;
% Add the intensities of the neighbouring pixels
if x(i) > 1

ClosePInt(i) = ClosePInt(i) + data(x(i)-1,y(i));
k = k + 1;

end
if x(i) < length(data(:,1))
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ClosePInt(i) = ClosePInt(i) + data(x(i)+1,y(i));
k = k + 1;

end
if y(i) > 1

ClosePInt(i) = ClosePInt(i) + data(x(i),y(i)-1);
k = k + 1;

end
if y(i) < length(data(1,:))

ClosePInt(i) = ClosePInt(i) + data(x(i),y(i)+1);
k = k + 1;

end
% If the spot intensity is higher than the sum of all
% neighbouring pixels, the pixel is most likely noise
if data(x(i),y(i)) >= ClosePInt(i)/SpikeSens

dataRS(x(i),y(i)) = int32(ClosePInt(i)/k);
AltPix(b) = AltPix(b) + 1;

end
end

% Filter the image to remove rough steps
filt = fspecial(’average’);
dataRS = imfilter(dataRS,filt);

% (2) Second step, enlarge the image

for u = 1:length(dataRSE(:,1))
for o = 1:length(dataRSE(1,:))

OddNr = 1:2:max(length(dataRSE(:,1)),length(dataRSE(1,:)));
%EvenNr = 2:2:max(length(dataRSE(:,1)),length(dataRSE(1,:)));
XisOdd = sum(u == OddNr);
YisOdd = sum(o == OddNr);
Ustep = (u - 1)/2 + 1; Ostep = (o - 1)/2 + 1;
if XisOdd == 1 && YisOdd == 1

dataRSE(u,o) = dataRS(Ustep, Ostep);
elseif XisOdd == 1 && YisOdd == 0

if o < length(dataRSE(1,:))
dataRSE(u,o) = (dataRS(Ustep, Ostep-0.5)+dataRS(Ustep, Ostep+0.5))/2;

else
dataRSE(u,o) = dataRS(Ustep, Ostep-0.5);

end
elseif XisOdd == 0 && YisOdd == 1

if u < length(dataRSE(:,1))
dataRSE(u,o) = (dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep)+dataRS(Ustep+0.5, Ostep))/2;

else
dataRSE(u,o) = dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep);

end
elseif XisOdd == 0 && YisOdd == 0

if o < length(dataRSE(1,:)) && u < length(dataRSE(:,1))
dataRSE(u,o) = (dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep-0.5)+dataRS(Ustep+0.5, Ostep-0.5)+dataRS
(Ustep-0.5, Ostep+0.5)+dataRS(Ustep+0.5, Ostep+0.5))/4;

elseif o < length(dataRSE(1,:))
dataRSE(u,o) = (dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep-0.5)+dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep+0.5))/2;

elseif u < length(dataRSE(:,1))
dataRSE(u,o) = (dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep-0.5)+dataRS(Ustep+0.5, Ostep-0.5))/2;
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else
dataRSE(u,o) = dataRS(Ustep-0.5, Ostep-0.5);

end
end

end
end

% (3) Third step, normalize the image so the same threshold more
% easily can be applied for the whole serie (especially if cut-out
% platelets are used where tiff conversion gives 0-255 values)
dataRSENm = dataRSE.*(250/max(dataRSE(:)));
%dataRSENm = dataRSE;

% (4) Fourth step, deconvolute the image using Richardsson-Lucy
% algorithm with set itterations and PSF
dataRSENmDec = deconvlucy(dataRSENm, PSF, DecItterations);%,1e-12);

% figure, imshow(dataRSE, [0 max(dataRSE(:)/1.25)]), colormap(’hot’)
% figure, imshow(dataRSENmDec, [0 max(dataRSENmDec(:)/1.75)]), colormap(’hot’)

figure, subplot(1,2,1), imshow(data, [0 max(data(:)/1.25)]), colormap(’hot’)
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(dataRSENmDec, [0 max(dataRSENmDec(:)/1.5)]), colormap(’hot’)

% Fifth step, save the resulting image
savename = [filename,’-Dec-’, int2str(b),’.dat’];
save(savename,’dataRSENmDec’,’-ascii’,’-double’);

end
end
toc
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